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A LOWER BOUND ON SESHADRI CONSTANTS OF
HYPERPLANE BUNDLES ON THREEFOLDS
KUNGHO CHAN
Abstract. We give the lower bound on Seshadri constants for the case of very
ample line bundles on threefolds. We consider the situation when the Seshadri
constant is strictly less than 2 and give a version of Bauer’s theorem [Bau99,
Theorem 2.1] for singular surfaces so we can prove the same result for smooth
threefolds.
1. Introduction
The Seshadri constant at a given point on a smooth projective variety was intro-
duced by Demailly [Dem92] to study Fujita’s conjecture. It measures how positive
a nef line bundle locally is near a given point. Since then Seshadri constants were
recognized as interesting invariants of algebraic varieties on their own.
Definition 1.1. Suppose X is a projective variety of dimension n and L is a nef
line bundle over X . Let x be a point on X and
π : X˜ → X
the blowup of X at x with the exceptional divisor E. Then, we define the Seshadri
constant ǫ(L, x) of L at x as
ǫ(L, x) := sup{α ≥ 0 | π∗L− αE is nef }.
Or, equivalently, it can be defined by
ǫ(L, x) := inf
x∈C⊂X
{
L.C
multxC
}
where the infimum is taken over all integral curves C ⊂ X passing through x [Laz04,
5.1.5].
For the case that X ⊂ PN is a smooth integral projective variety and L is the
restriction OX(1) on X of the hyperplane bundle of PN , it is easy to see that
ǫ(OX(1), x) ≥ 1 for every x ∈ X . Obviously, the equality holds if there is a line in
X passing through x. For the case of smooth surfaces, Bauer proved the following.
Theorem 1.2. [Bau99, Theorem 2.1] Let X ⊂ PN be a smooth irreducible surface.
(a) ǫ(OX(1), x) = 1 if and only if X contains a line passing through x.
(b) Suppose X is of degree d (≥ 4) and x is a point on X. If X contains no
line passing through x, then
ǫ(OX(1), x) ≥ d
d− 1 .
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(c) If X is of degree d (≥ 4) and x ∈ X is a point such that the Seshadri
constant ǫ(OX(1), x) satisfies the inequalities 1 < ǫ(OX(1), x) < 2, then it
is of the form
ǫ(OX(1), x) = a
b
,
where a, b are integers with 3 ≤ a ≤ d and a/2 < b < a.
(d) All rational numbers a/b with 3 ≤ a ≤ d and a/2 < b < a occur as local
Seshadri constants of smooth irreducible surfaces in P3 of degree d.
Bauer’s approach was to consider the intersection of X and the tangent plane
TxX of X at x. If the Seshadri constant ǫ(OX(1), x) < 2, then it must be computed
by a component of the intersection and the multiplicity of the component at x is
bounded above by the degree d of X . In this paper, we prove a similar result for
any integral surfaces in P3.
Proposition 1.3. Let X be a projective integral surface of degree d (≥ 3) in P3. If
x ∈ X is a point of multiplicity m and X contains no line passing through x, then
(a)
ǫ(OX(1), x) ≥ d
d− 1 .
(b) If ǫ(OX(1), x) < m+1m , then
ǫ(OX(1), x) = a
b
for some integers a, b such that 3 ≤ a ≤ md and ma
m+1 < b ≤ a(d−1)d .
By constructing a singular surface in P3, we also show that the lower bound d
d−1
here is optimal. Furthermore, we give the same lower bound for smooth threefolds
in projective spaces.
Theorem 1.4. Let X be an irreducible smooth projective threefold of degree d (≥ 4)
in PN , x a point in X and TxX the tangent linear subspace of P
N to X at x. If
X contains no line through x, then
(a) If dim(TxX ∩X) = 0, then
ǫ(OX(1), x) ≥ 2.
(b) If dim(TxX ∩X) = 1, then
ǫ(OX(1), x) ≥ d
d− 1 .
If furthermore ǫ(OX(1), x) < 2, then ǫ(OX(1), x) = ab for some integers a, b
such that 3 ≤ a ≤ d and a2 < b < a.
(c) If dim(TxX ∩X) = 2, then
ǫ(OX(1), x) ≥ d
d− 1 .
If furthermore ǫ(OX(1), x) < d−1d−2 , then ǫ(OX(1), x) = ab for some integers
a, b such that 3 ≤ a ≤ (d− 2)d and (d−2)a
d−1 < b ≤ a(d−1)d .
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Finally, we construct a threefold with finitely many singular points in P4 whose
Seshadri constant of hyperplane bundle at a smooth point is d
d−1 .
Acknowledgement. This paper is part of my PhD thesis. I thank my advisor L.
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2. Seshadri constants of hyperplane line bundles on surfaces
In order to prove 1.3, we need some preparations.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a reduced irreducible projective variety of dimension n
in PN and x a point on X . Denote OX(1) = OPN (1)|X by H , the blowup of PN
at x by P˜N , the proper transform of X in P˜N by X˜ and the exceptional divisor in
X˜ by E. The projection PN\{x} → PN−1 induces a morphism P˜N → PN−1 such
that the proper transform of every line in PN passing through x is mapped to a
point in PN−1. We call the restriction on X˜ of this morphism the inner projection
of X ⊂ PN from x, that is
p : X˜ → PN−1.
If π : X˜ → X is the blowup morphism of X at x, then from the construction
p∗O(1) = π∗H − E.
It is obvious that if there is no line in X passing through x, then p is finite.
Lemma 2.2. With the above settings, there is no line in X passing through x if
and only if ǫ(H,x) > 1.
Proof. The ”⇐” is obvious. For ”⇒”, we assume the hypothesis, then p is finite.
This implies that p∗O(1) is ample and hence π∗H−E is ample. So ǫ(H,x) > 1. 
Lemma 2.3. With the above settings, if ǫ(H,x) > 1, then
degX − r ≥ multxX
where r = deg p(X˜). In particular, degX − 1 ≥ multxX.
Proof. By 2.2, X contains no line passing through x, p is finite and hence
degX −multxX = degX + (−1)nEn
= (π∗H − E)n
= p∗O(1)n
= deg(p) · (O(1)|
p( eX))
n
= deg(p) · deg p(X˜)
≥ r.
(1)

The following two lemmas gives us a way to bound the multiplicity of a variety
at a point by its degree.
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Lemma 2.4. Suppose T ⊂ PN is an integral cone of dimension N − 1 over an
integral hypersurface B in PN−1 with vertex at p ∈ PN . If X is an integral subva-
riety in T of codimension one containing p and X contains no line passing through
p, then
degX − degB ≥ multpX.
Proof. Since the image p(X˜) = B and ǫ(OX(1), p) > 1, then from (1), we have
degX −multpX = p∗O(1)N−2.X˜ = deg(p) · (O(1)|B)N−2 = deg p · degB ≥ degB.

Lemma 2.5. Suppose X is a hypersurface of degree d in Pn+1 and x is a point of
multiplicity m on X. If X contains no line passing through x, then
m ≤ d− n.
Proof. Suppose X is defined by the homogeneous polynomial f of degree d. By
choosing an appropriate coordinate system, we can assume x = [0 : 0 : · · · : 0 : 1].
Then
f = xd−1n+1 · f1 + xd−2n+1 · f2 + · · ·+ xd−in+1 · fi + · · ·+ fd
where fi is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i in x0, x1, . . . , xn. Since
multxX = m, then fm 6= 0 and fi = 0 for i < m. Assume m > d − n, then
there are at most n nonzero fi’s with d ≥ i ≥ m. Then the intersection of the
cones in Pn+1 defined by nonzero fi’s is nonempty and contains line. This implies
X contains a line passing through x. This is a contradiction. 
Now we come up to prove 1.3.
Proof of 1.3. Let TCx(X) ⊂ P3 be the tangent cone of X at x. Suppose the local
equation of X around x is f . By choosing an appropriate coordinate system, we can
assume x = (0, 0, 0) and f = fm + f≥m+1 where fi is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree i. Then the local equation of TCx(X) is fm, and hence deg TCx(X) = m
and multx(TCx(X)) = m. Since TCx(X) is spanned by all the tangent lines to X
at x and X contains no line through x, TCx(X) must intersect X properly. Denote
TCx(X) ∩X by D. Then D ∈ |OX(m)|.
If ǫ(OX(1), x) ≥ m+1m , then ǫ(OX(1), x) ≥ dd−1 since x+1x is decreasing for x > 0
and d− 1 ≥ m by 2.3. Hence it reduces to assume
(2) ǫ(OX(1), x) < m+ 1
m
.
This implies that there exists an integral curve x ∈ C ⊂ X such that ǫ(OX(1), x) ≤
degC
multxC
< m+1
m
. We claim that C must be an irreducible component of D. To this
end, let us consider the blowup of P3 at x with the exceptional divisor E,
π : P˜3 → P3.
Let us set T = TCx(X). Then,
π∗T = T˜ +mE
and
π∗X = X˜ +mE
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where T˜ and X˜ are respectively the proper transforms of T and X . Since X˜|E =
T˜ |E , then
(π| eX)∗D = D˜+the common components of (X˜|E) and (T˜ |E)+m·X˜ |E = D˜+(m+1)(X˜|E)
where D˜ is the proper transform of D.
Let C˜ be the proper transform of C.
Assume C is not an irreducible component of D, then
m degC = D.C = ((π| eX)∗D).C˜
= (D˜ + (m+ 1)(X˜ |E)).C˜
≥ (m+ 1)multxC.
This is a contradiction and thus C is an irreducible component of D.
Suppose the tangent cone T =
∑
aiTi where Ti’s are integral cones in P
3 with
vertices at x and
∑
ai degTi = m. Then, C ⊂ (Ti ∩X) for some i and hence
degC ≤ degX · deg Ti = d deg Ti.
Moreover, by 2.4
degC
multxC
≥ degC
degC − deg Ti ≥
d deg Ti
d deg Ti − degTi =
d
d− 1 .
So we have ǫ(OX(1), x) ≥ dd−1 . This is for part (a).
For part (b), if (2) is satisfied, ǫ(OX(1), x) must be computed by one of the
irreducible components of D. Let C be such a component and contained in an
integral cone Ti ⊂ T then
ǫ(OX(1), x) = degC
multxC
.
Since X contains no line passing through x, 1 < degC(≤ degD = md) and
(m degC
m+1 <)multxC ≤ (d−1) degCd . Since ǫ(OX(1), x) < m+1m ≤ 2, the degC can-
not equal to 2 and hence degC ≥ 3. 
The following example indicates that the lower bound d
d−1 is optimal.
Example 2.6. For any d ≥ 4 and 2 ≤ m ≤ d− 2, there exists an integral surface
S ⊂ P3 containing no line through a point 0 ∈ S such that
mult0S = m and ǫ(O(1), 0) = d
d− 1 .
Construction of 2.6. Roughly speaking, we construct S by prescribing its tangent
cone T , and then we have to show the irreducibility of S and it contains no line
through a particular point. Moreover, we also have to show the irreducibility of the
intersection S ∩ T .
Choose a general integral plane curve B of degree m and let T be the cone over
B with vertex 0 ∈ P3. Let the blowup of P3 at 0 be
π : P˜3 → P3
with the exceptional divisor E and T˜ the proper transform of T . Consider on P˜3
the line bundle
L := π∗OP3(d)− (d− 1)E.
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It is clear that L is globally generated.
Let V be the image of the global section restriction morphism,
V := Image
(
H0(P˜3, L)→ H0(T˜ , L|eT )
)
.
Take a general effective divisor D ∈ |L|. Then D|E 6⊃ B = T˜ |E . Set Y := π∗D
and C := Y |T , then
degC = dm.
Moreover, set σ := π|eT : T˜ → T , then
σ∗(C) = (D + (d− 1)E)|eT = C˜ + (d− 1)B
where the C˜ is the proper transform of C.
Thus,
mult0(C) = C˜.B = (σ
∗(C)− (d− 1)B).B = (d− 1)m.
Now we show the irreducibility of C. Consider the morphism induced by |V |,
φ : T˜ → Pdim|V |.
Since (L|eT )2 = (d2 − (d − 1)2)m > 0, the image of φ cannot be 1-dimensional.
Then, by the Bertini theorem for general linear sections [Laz04, 3.3.1], C˜ is irre-
ducible and so is C.
With the T , Y and C constructed above, we can construct the singular surface
S.
Let U ∋ 0 be the complement of a hyperplane in P3, which is affine A3.
By choosing an appropriate coordinate system, we can assume the defining equa-
tion of T in A3 is fm = 0 with the vertex (0, 0, 0) and the defining equation of Y
is fd−1 + fd = 0 where fi is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i in the variables
x1, x2 and x3.
Now, we define the surface S|U by the equation
f = fm + fd−1 + fd = 0.
Clearly,
the tangent cone TC0(S) = T and S ∩ T = C.
Since T is irreducible, then only one irreducible component of S can pass through
the point 0. If S is reducible, then degC < dm. This is impossible when we choose
C with degC = dm. Thus, S is irreducible and
degC
mult0C
=
dm
(d− 1)m =
d
d− 1 <
m+ 1
m
.
From the proof of 1.3, C computes the Seshadri constant
ǫ(O(1), 0) = d
d− 1 .
To complete the proof, it remains to show that S contains no line through 0.
Assume to the contrary that S contains a line through 0. Let the line be ℓ :=
{(at, bt, ct)|t ∈ C}. Then,
f(at, bt, ct) = 0 ∀ t.
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This implies that ℓ ⊂ (T ∩C(fd−1)∩C(fd)) where C(fj) is the cone in A3 defined
by the homogeneous polynomial fj. However, this situation can be eliminated when
we made a general choice of D above. 
3. Seshadri constants of hyperplane bundles on smooth threefolds
To extend Bauer’s approach to smooth threefold X , one has to consider the
intersection of the 3-dimensional tangent space TxX and X . The possible compo-
nents of the intersection are points, curves and surfaces. It turns out that 1.3 can
deal with the surface components.
Proof of 1.4. We start from a simple argument. Suppose C ⊂ X is an integral
curve through x. If
(3) C 6⊂ TxX ∩X,
one can take a hyperplane H ⊂ PN such that H ⊃ TxX and H 6⊃ C. Then
degC = (H |X).C ≥ 2 ·multxC.
For (a), (3) is always true for every integral curve through x. So, ǫ(OX(1), x) ≥ 2.
For (b), assume degCmultxC < 2. Then C must be an irreducible component of
TxX ∩X . Otherwise, (3) is true for C. Now C ⊂ TxX ∩ X , then degC ≤ d. By
2.3
degC
multxC
≥ degC
degC − 1 ≥
d
d− 1 .
This induces ǫ(OX(1), x) ≥ dd−1 .
In this situation, ǫ(OX(1), x) must be computed by one of the integral curves in
TxX ∩X with 2 < degC ≤ d and degC2 < multxC < degC.
For (c), assume degCmultxC < 2. We can assume that there is an irreducible and
reduced surface S ⊂ TxX ∩X such that C ⊂ S. If not, either (3) is true for C or
C is an irreducible component of TxX ∩X . For the latter situation degC ≤ d, we
will have degCmultxC ≥ dd−1 as the situation in (b).
Now S is a projective surface in TxX(∼= P3) and degS ≤ d. By 1.3,
(4)
degC
multxC
≥ ǫ(OX(1)|S , x) ≥ d
d− 1 .
Combining both cases, we have ǫ(OX(1), x) ≥ dd−1 .
Assume furthermore ǫ(OX(1), x) < d−1d−2 .
Suppose multxS = m. Since d− 2 ≥ m from 2.5,
ǫ(OX(1), x) < d− 1
d− 2 ≤
m+ 1
m
.
Hence, as the part (b) of 1.3, we have
ǫ(OX(1), x) = a
b
for some integers a, b such that 3 ≤ a ≤ (d− 2)d and (d−2)a
d−1 < b ≤ a(d−1)d . 
This result implies that if ǫ(OX(1), x) < d−1d−2 , then the number of possible values
of ǫ(OX(1), x) is finite. Indeed, this phenomenon was generally proved for surfaces.
In [Ogu02], Oguiso proved that if (f : X → B,L) is a family of polarized surfaces of
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degree d and Σ := {ǫ(Lt, xt) | t ∈ B, xt ∈ Xt}, then for each given number α ∈ R
such that α <
√
d, the set Σ ∩ (0, α] is finite.
Here we give an example of a 3-dimensional integral hypersurface X of degree
d ≥ 4 in P4, which is smooth at a point 0 and it computes ǫ(OX(1), 0) = dd−1 .
Example 3.1. For any d ≥ 4, there exists an integral hypersurface X ⊂ P4 con-
taining no line through a point 0 ∈ X and smooth at 0 such that
ǫ(OX(1), 0) = d
d− 1 .
Construction of 3.1. The construction is a straight forward extension of Bauer’s
example [Bau99, Lemma 2.2].
We start with a surface S from the example 2.6. Let the defining equation of
S|U is:
g(x1, x2, x3) = 0
where U ∼= A3 is the affine open neighborhood containing the point 0. Choose a
general smooth integral surface S′ in P3 of degree d− 1 satisfying
(1) S′ does not contain the point 0 = (0, 0, 0).
(2) S′ does not contain any 1-dimensional singular locus component of S.
(3) If a point p is in the intersection of S and S′, and if S is smooth at p, then
the tangent planes Tp(S
′) and Tp(S) are not equal.
Let the defining equation of S′ be
g′(x1, x2, x3) = 0.
Then, we define a hypersurface X in the affine open neighborhood A4 ⊃ U by the
equation
f = g + x4g
′ = 0.
We claim that X is smooth at the point 0 = (0, 0, 0, 0) and X is smooth except
perhaps finitely many points.
Suppose X is singular at the point p = (p1, p2, p3, p4). The partial derivative of f
with respect to x4 gives g
′(p1, p2, p3) = 0, and hence f(p) = 0 implies g(p1, p2, p3) =
0. Therefore, the point p′ = (p1, p2, p3) is an intersection point of S and S
′. By the
condition (1), X must be smooth at the point 0.
Let j1p(h) be the linear term of θ(h) where θ is a linear translation of the point
0 to the point p = (p1, p2, p3, p4) where h is a polynomial in xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4.
Since X is singular at p, then j1p(f) = 0. On the other side,
0 = j1p(f) = j
1
p′(g) + p4 · j1p′(g′).
If p4 6= 0 and j1p′(g) = 0, then
j1p′(g
′) = 0.
This is impossible when S′ is smooth.
If p4 6= 0 and j1p′(g) 6= 0, then
Tp′(S
′) = Tp′(S).
This cannot be true by the condition (3).
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If p4 = 0, then j
1
p′(g) = 0. It means S is singular at p
′. But only finitely many
intersection points of S and S′ can be in this situation by the condition (2). This
completes the proof of the claim.
Since S is singular at 0, it is clear that the hyperplane {x4 = 0} = T0X and
hence S = X ∩ T0X .
Since X is singular at most finitely many points, then X is irreducible.
Moreover, X does not contain a line through 0. To this end, assume to the con-
trary that X contains a line through 0. Let the line be ℓ := {(a1t, a2t, a3t, a4t)|t ∈
C}. Then,
f(a1t, a2t, a3t, a4t) = 0 ∀ t.
However , if a4 6= 0, then it is impossible when g′ has nonzero constant term, and
g has no constant term and no linear term. If a4 = 0, then the line ℓ ⊂ S. This is
not possible when S contains no line through 0. Therefore, we have
ǫ(OX(1), 0) = ǫ(OS(1), 0) = d
d− 1 .

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